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Problem Set #1 Solutions Posted



Telescope Resolution

This defines the resolving scale for a telescope

• D = telescope aperture diameter

• λ = Wavelength

• θ = resolving limit (‘resolution’, ‘diffraction limit’), in radians
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Telescope Resolution

• This defines the resolving scale for a telescope

• D = telescope aperture diameter

• Larger telescopes gather more light (~D2) and have finer 
resolution.

• For telescopes on Earth, resolution is limited by earth’s 
atmosphere. Many times, telescopes with D > 1 m are 
brighter, but not sharper.
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Pluto from Hubble
Even with Hubble, Pluto is barely one pixel 

(ie, barely resolved)



Hubble image of a star field



Hubble image of a star field
Even with Hubble, stars are unresolved



Resolving Power
Smallest resolvable feature is r.

How can we decrease the limit for r, and look at finer features?

•Decrease wavelength λ
• Optics in UV, X-ray, etc. 

• Most things aren’t very bright in the UV, and atmosphere 
blocks most flux. But can be done.

•Increase diameter D

• Can be done, but we reach limits. Cost of building a 
telescope goes up as D3 or D4.

•Decrease distance R

• That’s why we fly spacecraft to planets!



Interferometery
An array of small telescopes (diameter d) has an 
effective size equal to the diameter of the whole 
array (diameter D).
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Interferometry at optical wavelengths (500 nm) is hard and rare. But 
interferometers at radio wavelengths (cm-meter) are very common.



Square KM Array (SKA)

Under construction in South Africa / 
Australia right now. India is a partner.

Baseline D = 5000 km, λ = 1 mm.

Resolving power = 1000x finer than HST



‘Starspot’ on a star.
Can only be resolved with interferometry. 

SKA and other interferometers will revolutionize this.



We know about planets in our Solar System. Let’s look 
for more!

`

Exoplanet = ‘Extra-solar Planet’  
= planets orbiting other stars, not our Sun



R = 4 ly (distance to Alpha Centauri)

r = 10 km (if we want to see bulk geography of planet)

λ = 500 nm (optical wavelength)

→ R = 230 km. This is a hopelessly huge optical telescope.

Can we do it with a radio interferometer?

λ = 1mm

→ R = 460,000 km. This is also way too big to build.

The laws of physics can’t help us much. Imaging 
geography on exoplanets with telescopes is 
basically impossible.

How Big a Telescope to Study a 
Planet around the Closest Star to Us? 



How Can We Study a Planet around the 
Closest Star to Us? 

Maybe we can lower our sights, and just try to 
detect a planet (rather than image it in detail).

But even this has a problem…







Contrast ratio to find a moon 
next to Pluto: 

105 in 100 pixels

We can do this with Hubble, 
but barely.

Contrast ratio necessary to find a 
planet: 109 in 1 pixel

Trying to image any planet next to its 
star is like taking a picture of a tiny 
dust grain next to the Sun: it will be 

completely lost in the glare.



• Directly imaging planets around other stars is 
hard!

• The planets are faint

• The stars are bright

• Planet and star are right next to each other



Direct Imaging of Exoplanets

• Contrast ratio between star :

• ~ few x 10-9 for both Earth and Jupiter

• Angular separation between star and planet

• ~ few urad for Jupiter seen at 10 ly.

• It is really hard to image exoplanets. Typical contrast ratio we 
can get to might be 10-4 within a few pixels.
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• But we can do one trick!

Contrast 1010 in visible

Contrast 105 in IR

Planet becomes brighter in IR relative to star... although 
with corresponding decrease in spatial resolution.


